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Dumb is not an inborn condition. You get to dumb after going through 
smart. Smart is stupid because it stops at smart. Smart is a phase. Dumb 
is post-smart. Smart is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The world runs 
on smart. It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world where the 
smartest thing you can do is the dumbest.  
 
Rage is not an inborn condition. You get to rage after going through calm. 
Calm is stupid because it stops at calm. Calm is a phase. Rage is post-
calm. Calm is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The world runs on calm. 
It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world where the calmest thing 
you can do is the rageest. 
 
Ignorance is not an inborn condition. You get to ignorance after going 
through hubris. Hubris is stupid because it stops at hubris. Hubris is a 
phase. Ignorance is post-hubris. Hubris is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. 
The world runs on hubris. It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world 
where the hubrisest thing you can do is the ignoranceest.  
 
Love is not an inborn condition. You get to love after going through pain. 
Pain is stupid because it stops at pain. Pain is a phase. Love is post-pain. 
Pain is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The world runs on pain. It's 
clearly not working. I want to live in a world where the painest thing you 
can do is the loveest.  
 
Gum is not an inborn condition. You get to gum after going through 
coffee. Coffee is stupid because it stops at coffee. Coffee is a phase. Gum 
is post-coffee. Coffee is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The world runs 
on coffee. It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world where the 
coffeeest thing you can do is the gumest.  
 
Ugly is not an inborn condition. You get to ugly after going through 
coffee. Coffee is stupid because it stops at coffee. Coffee is a phase. Ugly 
is post-coffee. Coffee is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The world runs 
on coffee. It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world where the 
coffeeest thing you can do is the uglyest.  
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Fabulous is not an inborn condition. You get to fabulous after going 
through great. Great is stupid because it stops at great. Great is a phase. 
Fabulous is post-great. Great is finite, well-trod, formulaic, known. The 
world runs on great. It's clearly not working. I want to live in a world 
where the greatest thing you can do is the fabulousest.  
 
 
	  


